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MODULE V 
 

UNIT 18 
 

MANAGEMENT BY TEAMS 

 

The concept, born in the late 1940s, seemed remarkably       

simple: put together small teams of labour and management people 

in a non-hierarchical setting, ask them to spot and solve problems 

on the production line, and quickly they would achieve greater        

efficiency and higher quality. 

In brief, the main idea is that you set free the natural creativity 

of people at all levels of the organization by encouraging them to set 

corporate goals, giving them what they need, and then leaving them 

alone to do the job. The fuel that makes all this work is team spirit. 

Teams are formed vertically and horizontally so that all parts of the 

organization participate in sharing information and planning the 

strategy.  

Management by teams, participatory management, manage

ment by objectives, quality circles, whatever you may call it, is 

changing the traditional ways of management. ―Made in America‖, 

the notion of the ’quality circle’ first found widespread acceptance 

in Japan, where major manufacturers have been using it with unde-

niable success for more than two decades. A quality circle is         

typically made up of eight to twelve volunteer workers and supervisors. 

They receive several hours of training on how to gather and use data 

skills they will need to find solutions to sticky problems. The circle 

then meets weekly on company time, basting over problems         

members encounter on the job. Worthy suggestions on how to im-

prove operations are passed on to higher management, which has 

two weeks to accept or reject them. 
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Responsibility is pushed close to the point where employees 

and customers meet. It is the operating employees that have to make 

the important decisions because they are closest to the customers. 

And that means you have to stand the traditional management        

hierarchy on its head. Employees should be given more decision-

making powers. Instead of giving them orders from above admini-

stration should support them and try to make their life easier. You 

cannot do that in an atmosphere of conflict. It can be done only 

through creative teamwork. 

Decentralization, authority and responsibility at the lowest 

possible level are used instead of traditional authoritarian manage

ment. For the organization the result will be new ideas for products 

and services, better and more effective methods of working, greater 

productivity at less cost, economic progress. For the employees, the 

benefits are: greater self-fulfillment, a chance to progress and a         

happier and smoother-running workplace. 

Now the QC is coming home. More organizations are finding 

that employees at all levels can be a source of innovation and       

profitable ideas. In recent years about 150 American companies, 

including General Motors, Ford, Northrop, have set up quality        

circles, and most have found their employees to be valuable new 

sources of money saving ideas. Some companies reward good ideas 

handsomely. Northrop, for instance, passes on 10 per cent of any 

dollar savings to the quality circle that comes up with the sugges-

tion and the team decides how to divvy up (to divide) the money 

among its members. But most companies say the employee’s big-

gest reward is the feeling of involvement. What we are appealing to 

is people’s desire for recognition by their peers. They appreciate the 

opportunity to participate, says Phil Shapiro, who coordinates the 

QC program at Northrop. 

Some critics discard the whole notion of the quality circle as 

nothing but a dressed-up suggestion box. But more and more com-

panies seem to find it another useful tool in promoting productivity. 
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TEST VII 
 

Team-building 

 

Look at the diagram below. It shows that an effective team 

contains different people with different roles and different qualities. 

Study the diagram, then read the text that follows and fill in the 

spaces. 

 

Innovator 

Creative  

Inventive 

Mentor 

Supportive 

role 

Competitive 

Leader 

Motivating 

Summarizing 

Co-operative 

Producer 

Task-oriented 

Goal-focused 

Monitor 

Technically 

competent 

Controller 

Reliable 

Co-ordinator 

Team-building: getting the balance right 

 

The whole point of teamwork is that people work together. 

The most effective teams contain a balance of different people with 

different skills. For example, a team needs (1) innovators. These are 

creative, ideas-oriented people. They look for new solutions and 

explore alternatives. The team also needs (2)_________________, 

people who get results. These are task-oriented and understand the 

objectives of the team. Both these types tend to be competitive. 
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Balancing this are more co-operative individuals. These may 

include (3)_______________, who support team members and 

make sure good relationships are maintained. Others are                  

(4)__________________, with technical expertise and the ability to 

check progress, measure performance and ensure that things are 

both possible and desirable. Another important role is the                  

(5)_________________, who works on all levels of co-ordination 

and organization of the team. 

At the heart of the team is the (6)__________________. His/

her role is to make sure that all parts of the team work well together. 

He/she must motivate team members to achieve the agreed objec-

tives. He/she is also responsible for summarizing and reporting the 

work of the team. 

Team building in the workplace creates a sense of collective 

responsibility. Everyone shares in success, everyone learns from 

mistakes, everyone works together to help everyone else. The result 

is - in theory - more harmony, less competition; more support, less 

isolation; more job satisfaction and lower turnover of staff. The 

combined result is more success. 
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TEST VIII 
 

Conflict Management 

 

Conflict, like change, happens. There are different types of 

conflict in management contexts. Look at the table below and match 

Conflict type Definition 

1. Inter-group conflict a. Personality or inter-personal              

differences within a group. 

2. Intra-group conflict b. Conflict between groups. 

3. Relationship conflict c. Disagreement on ideas or what to do. 

4. Inertia d. Conflict within a group. 

5. Substantive conflict e. Failure to act or produce results. 

B. Below are five possible solutions to conflict. Complete the 

phrases using words from the box. 

communication skills     leader     mediator     methods     options 

1. Redefine goals or working ___________________________ 

2. Compare and evaluate _______________________________ 

3. Appoint a _________________________________________ 

4. Improve __________________________________________ 

5. The ______________________________ should intervene 

(or resign to allow a new leader to take over). 

 

 

 

UNIT 19 
 

A PROPER EDUCATION 

 

I left school and university with my head packed full of 
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knowledge; enough of it, anyway, to pass all the examinations that 

were put in my path. As a well-educated man 1 rather expected my 

work to be a piece of cake, something at which my intellect would 

allow me to excel without undue effort. It came as something of a 

shock, therefore, to encounter the world outside for the first time, 

and to realize that I was woefully ill-equipped, not only for the nec-

essary business of earning a living, but, more importantly, for cop-

ing with all the new decisions which came my way, in both life and 

work. My first employers put it rather well: ―You have a well- 

trained but empty mind‖, they told me, ―which we will now try to 

fill with something useful, but don’t imagine that you will be of any 

real value to us for the first ten years‖. I was fortunate to have 

lighted upon an employer prepared to invest so much time in what 

was, in effect, my real education and I shall always feel guilty that I 

left them when the ten years were up. 

A well-trained mind is not to be sneezed at, but I was soon to 

discover that my mind had been trained to deal with closed prob-

lems, whereas most of what I now had to deal with were open-

ended problems. ―What is the cost of sales?‖ is a closed problem, 

one with a right or a wrong answer. ―What should we do about it?‖ 

is an open problem, one with any number of possible answers, and I 

had no experience of taking this type of decision. Knowing the right 

answer to a question, I came to realize, was not the same as making 

a difference to a situation, which was what I was supposed to be 

paid for. Worst of all, the real open-ended question – ―What is all 

this in aid of?‖ was beginning to nudge at my mind. 

I had been educated in an individualist culture. My scores were 

mine. No one else came into it, except as competitors in some ima-

gined race. I was on my own in the learning game at school and uni-

versity. Not, so in my work, I soon realized. Being an individual star 

would not help me there if it was in a failing group. Our destinies 

were linked, which meant that my co-workers were now colleagues, 

not competitors. Teams were something I had encountered on the 

sports field, not in the classroom. They were in the box marked ―fun‖ 

in my mind, not the ones marked ―work‖ or even ―life‖.  

My new challenge, I discovered, was to merge these three 

boxes. I had discovered, rather later than most, the necessity of       
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others. It was the start of my real education. 

So you’re a university graduate, aren’t you?’ said my new 

Sales Manager. ―In classics, is it? I don’t think that is going to        

impress our Chinese salesmen! How do you propose to win their 

respect since you will be in charge of some of them very shortly?‖ 

Another open-ended problem! I had never before been thrust among 

people very different from me, with different values and assump-

tions about the way the world worked, or should work. I had not 

even met anyone more than two years older, except for relatives and 

teachers. Cultural exploration was a process unknown to me, and 1 

was not accustomed to being regarded as stupid and ignorant, which 

I undoubtedly was, in all the things that mattered in their world. 

My education, I decided then, had been positively disabling. 

So much of the content of what I had learned was irrelevant, while 

the process of learning it had cultivated a set of attitudes and          

behaviours which were directly opposed to what seemed to he 

needed in real life. Although I had studied philosophy I hadn’t        

applied it to myself. I had assumed that the point of life was obvi-

ous: to get on, get rich, get a wife and get a family. It was beginning 

to be clear that life wasn’t as simple as that. What I believed in, 

what I thought was worth working for, and with whom, these things 

were becoming important. So was my worry about what I per-

sonally could contribute that might not only earn me money but also 

make a useful contribution somewhere. 

It would he nice to think that this sort of experience could not 

happen now, that our schools, today, prepare people better for life 

and for the work which is so crucial to a satisfactory life. But I 

doubt it. The subjects may appear to be a little more relevant, but 

we are still left to learn about work at work, and about life by living 

it. That will always be true, but we could, 1 believe, do more to 

make sure that the process of education had more in common with 

the processes of living and working as they are today, so that the 

shock of reality is less cruel. 


